Fuel Distribution Map

Fuel Distributed from Port of Anchorage

Jet Fuel: used at the Ted Stevens Anchorage Int'l Airport and in small part in rural Alaska.

AV Gas: 100% used state wide comes through Port.

ULSD (Diesel): used in the Railbelt and rural Alaska.

Unleaded (Gasoline): used in the Railbelt and rural Alaska.

HSD (Heating Oil): Used in the railbelt and rural Alaska.

Jet Fuel, ULSD, and Unleaded comes in from Nikiski to the Port of Anchorage via pipeline & barge.

Jet Fuel, HSD, and Unleaded comes in from North Pole by rail car to the Port of Anchorage.

Jet Fuel comes in from Valdez via barge to the Port of Anchorage.

AV Gas comes in from outside sources and is distributed by fuel barges to western & southeastern Alaska.